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Abstract 

The impact of high hydrostatic pressure release after high-pressure torsion on subsequent high 

hydrostatic pressure annealing was analyzed by performing experiments on nanostructured 

Ni. Ni was deformed by high-pressure torsion at a pressure of 6GPa in 5 turns. Directly after 

deformation, the pressure was reduced to 2GPa, and under 2GPa annealing at 400°C was 

conducted for 5 min. For comparison, samples were also annealed under 2GPa after 

deformation without loading between processes. Microhardness measurements, detailed 

microscopy observations and positron annihilation spectroscopy investigations were 

performed to elucidate the changes in the microstructures obtained after different processing 

routes. It is demonstrated that the pressure applied between deformation and high hydrostatic 
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pressure annealing caused an increase in microhardness by 20% in comparison with pressure 

realize. Moreover, the pressure applied had an impact on the vacancy concentration, and 

consequently on  the microstructure, leading to a smaller average grain size and a more 

heterogenous microstructure in terms of grain size, leaving space for optimizing the strength-

ductility balance. 

 

Keywords: nanomaterials, high pressure torsion, annealing, positron annihilation, defects 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Severe plastic deformation (SPD) processing leads to the generation and storage of lattice 

defects such as vacancies and dislocations [1-3]. For relatively low strains, dislocation cell 

structures are created, and with increasing strain dislocations rearrange to form grain 

boundaries, including those of a non-equilibrium character [4]. The increase in dislocation 

density is accompanied by an increase in vacancy concentration. The defects introduced by 

SPD are essential, since they are responsible for unique mechanical and physical properties of 

SPD-processed materials.  

 

The density of dislocations, which may reach an order of 1015 m−2 with an increasing number 

of passes in SPD, has been studied extensively using transmission electron microscopy [5,6]. 

However, the investigation of vacancies demands a more complex approach. For instance, a 

combined evaluation using X-ray line profile analyses, differential scanning calorimetry and 

residual electrical densitometry was used to reveal that, in the case of equal channel angular 

processed (ECAP) Cu - route Bc, a strongly enhanced concentration of vacancies is achieved 

in comparison with conventional deformation performed to a similar degree of deformation 

[7]. Similar investigations were performed on high-pressure torsion (HPT) processed Ni and 

Cu. They proved that, in HPT-processed Ni, in comparison with Cu the total maximum 

concentration of vacancies considering both agglomerates and single/double vacancies is 

higher. Moreover, single/double vacancies were observed in Ni, whereas in Cu only vacancy 

agglomerates were present [8]. It is highly probable that materials having a lower stacking 

fault energy (SFE) may be prone to form vacancy agglomerates. Moreover, the generation of 

a high density of vacancies in HPT-processed Cu was also proved by positron annihilation 

spectroscopy [9, 10]. Vacancy agglomerates of 4–5 vacancies were found in the center of the 

disc, and of 7-9 at the periphery. Generated vacancies play an important role during the 
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annealing of SPD-processed materials, as the rapid release of excess vacancies in the early 

stage of heat treatment is responsible for accelerated atomic mobility. Vacancies also govern 

the annihilation of edge dislocations by climbing. Moreover, the hardening by annealing 

effect arises from an agglomeration of deformation-induced vacancies [11]. 

 

Under the increased pressure during SPD processes, extra work must be applied to enable 

vacancies to migrate through the lattice. Consequently, the effective vacancy migration  

enthalpy increases, leading to a lower diffusion coefficient [12]. It was revealed by in situ X-

ray diffraction experiments with the application of cooling of the anvils confining the sample 

after stopping deformation [13-15] that the size of the coherently scattering domains is not 

strongly affected by the pressure release, whereas the dislocation density decreases drastically 

in the case of HPT-processed Cu. This phenomenon is observed to a lesser extent in HPT-

processed Ni due to its higher activation enthalpy [14, 15]. Moreover, in situ X-ray line 

profile analysis using synchrotron radiation proved for HPT-processed Ni that the higher the 

pressure applied during HPT, the higher the dislocation density and the earlier and more 

profound the annihilation of dislocations during pressure release [13]. 

 

Such changes in defect characteristics during high hydrostatic pressure release may have a 

major impact on the processes taking place during annealing, especially if the annealing is 

conducted under high hydrostatic pressure (HPA). During HPA, the movement of vacancies is 

made difficult, as are diffusion-govern processes. The annihilation of vacancies is hindered, 

since high hydrostatic pressure has an impact on vacancy migration. Consequently, vacancy 

migration influences the annihilation of edge dislocations climbing and the microstructure 

transformation, as has been proved in previous HPA experiments [16-27]. These have shown 

that HPA hindered grain growth. However, the greater the deformation degree, the faster the 

grain growth under high hydrostatic pressure,  as observed in conventionally deformed and 

HPT-processed austenitic stainless steel, which differed in the equivalent strain applied during 

deformation, after annealing at 900°C for 10 min at 2 and 6GPa [22]. Moreover, grain growth 

strongly depends on SFE [27]. It has been proved that factors such as higher vacancy 

concentration and lower deformation twins density were responsible for faster grain growth 

during HPA in Ni than in Ag of 125 and 16 mJ/m-2 SFE, respectively [28]. Additionally, HPA 

had an impact on the volume fraction of high-angle grain boundaries, as it contributed to 

hindering the movement/creation of low-angle grain boundaries in HPT-processed austenitic 
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stainless steel. Low-angle grain boundaries are well-ordered and can migrate only by the 

vacancy migration mechanism [20]. This mechanism is made difficult during HPA. 

 

Therefore, this work was initiated in order to determine the impact of the pressure applied 

between HPT and HPA on the microstructure and mechanical properties after HPA in 

comparison with the pressure release. It is important to underline that these modifications - 

pressure presence and release between deformation and high hydrostatic pressure annealing - 

have been applied for the first time in high hydrostatic pressure annealing experiments. It was 

only possible thanks to the application of high hydrostatic pressure device.  A second goal 

was to evaluate the possibility of controlling grain size to achieve a better strength-plasticity 

balance, which is one of the most fundamental issues and long-standing conflicts in materials 

science and engineering.  

 

2. Experimental 

2.1 Materials and experiments 

In the present study, Ni of 99.99% purity was investigated. From Ni bars, disks of 0.8 mm in 

thickness and 10 mm in perimeter were cut by spark erosion; the disks were then annealed at 

600°C for 2 h in order to obtain a well-recrystallized microstructure. The HPT experiments 

were carried out at the Faculty of Physics at the University of Vienna. The disks were HPT-

processed at a pressure of 6GPa and a speed of 0.2 rpm up to 5 revolutions. The strain was 

well defined as simple shear, γ, and was calculated according to the equation γ = 2π × r × n/t, 

where r, n and t are the distance from the torsion axes, the number of applied revolutions and 

the mean thickness of the sample, respectively. The equivalent strains ɛeq = γ/√3, calculated at 

3.5 mm from the central point of the sample after 5 revolutions, were equal to 79. After 

deformation with a decrease in pressure to 2GPa or with a complete unloading, the samples 

were annealed at 400°C under a pressure of 2GPa in an HPT device for 10 min. The heating 

and cooling rates during high hydrostatic pressure annealing were 1200 and 50°C/min, 

respectively. The selection of experimental conditions was based on previous experiments 

[27]. Schematically the experiment is presented in Fig. 1. Further on in this text, this 

annealing technique is referred to as HPA – high hydrostatic pressure annealing, and the 

samples are referred to as Ni_HPT – after HPT, Ni_HPT_L_HPA – after HPT additional 

pressure and HPA and Ni_HPT_U_HPA – after HPT unloading and HPA. The reference 

sample after conventional annealing at 600°C for 2h is referred to as Ni_A. 
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Fig. 1 Scheme of various routes of HPT and HPA experiments a) with pressure release 

between HPT and HPA - unloaded, b) with pressure between HPT and HPA - loaded 

 

2.2 Analysis methods 

 

a) Microhardness measurements 

After conventional annealing, HPT and HPT combined with HPA, microhardness was 

measured using an MHT-4 microhardness tester manufactured by Paar equipped with a Zeiss 

microscope. The indentation force was 1N, the rate 0.1N/s and the holding time 10 s. The 

indentations were performed on the diameter, with a distance of 0.5 mm between them. 

 

a) Variable energy positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy 

For variable energy positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy (VEPALS) measurements, the 

samples after HPT, combined HPT and HPA were polished under a conventional mechanical 

polishing procedure (firstly with a diamond suspension containing particles of 3 m in 

diameter under a load of 15 N for 10 min and subsequently with diamond particles of 1m in 

diameter under a load of 10 N for 10 min). Afterwards, polishing by vibrating polishing using 

a Buehler Vibromet in an amorphous colloidal silica suspension for 3 h was performed to 

remove defects introduced by conventional polishing. The VEPALS measurements were 

conducted at the Mono-energetic Positron Source (MePS) beamline at HZDR, Germany 

[29,30]. The beam size was approximately 5 mm in diameter. The measurements were 

performed in such a way that the beam center was located 2.5 mm from the sample center. 

There a positron lifetime was obtained as the time between positron generation and its 

annihilation with an electron inside the sample. Mono-energetic positrons were accelerated to 

discrete energies (Ep) and implanted in the submicrometer region below the sample surface.  

After a short diffusion, positrons annihilate in delocalized states between atoms and/or 

localize in vacancy like defects and their agglomerations, which serve as a very attractive trap 

HPT
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5 turns
0.2 rpm
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400°C
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U
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for positrons. For the data acquisition a digital lifetime CrBr3 scintillator detector was utilized, 

coupled to a Hamamatsu R13089-100 PMT. An in-house software employing a SPDevices 

ADQ14DC-2X digitizer with 14 bit vertical resolution and 2GS/s horizontal resolution [31] 

was used. The overall time resolution was better than about 0.240 ns. The resolution function 

required for spectrum analysis uses two Gaussian functions with distinct intensities depending 

on the positron implantation energy, Ep, and appropriate relative shifts. The typical lifetime 

spectrum N(t) is described by N(t)= (1/i) Ii exp(-t/i), where i and Ii are the positron 

lifetime and relative intensity of the i-th component, respectively (Ii=1). All the spectra were 

deconvoluted, using PALSfit fitting software [32], into 3 discrete lifetime components, which 

directly evidence 2 different defect types (sizes). The 3rd component was neglected as a 

residual fingerprint of the surface ortho-Positronium (<0.5%). The corresponding relative 

intensities largely reflect the differences in concentration of each defect type (size). In 

general, the larger the open volume, the lower the probability and the longer it takes for 

positrons to be annihilated with electrons [33, 34].  

 

c) Microstructure observations 

Microstructure observations in the plan view, 0.5 and 3.5 from the sample center on samples 

prepared by conventional grinding, polishing and vibrating polishing, as described in the 

VEPALS analysis and methods section, were performed using a SU8000 Hitachi scanning 

electron microscope (SEM) at 5kV in the backscattered electron (BSE) mode. From the 

samples after HPT and combined HPT and HPA lamellae were cut 3.5 mm from the sample 

center, parallel to the radius beneath the sample surface, by a NB5000 Hitachi focused ion 

beam (FIB). The lamellae were then observed in bright field (BF) mode by transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM) using a JEOL 1200 at 120 kV. The microstructures obtained were 

further characterized by stereological and image analysis methods that are well-developed at 

the Warsaw University of Technology, Faculty of Materials Science and Engineering [35,36]. 

Calculations were then made of the average grain size (calculated as the equivalent diameter 

Avg (d2)), the standard deviation of the equivalent diameter SD(d2), and the variation 

coefficient of the equivalent diameter CV(d2) which is the ratio of the standard deviation to 

the mean value. 

 

d) Tensile tests 

After conventional annealing, HPT and HPT combined with conventional annealing and 

HPA, uniaxial tensile tests were performed at RT using a Zwick/Roell Z005 machine. The 
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tensile tests were conducted under the displacement control mode at an initial strain rate of 10-

3 s-1. The dimensions of the samples were as follows: a gauge section length of 2 mm and a 

cross section of 0.3 mm × 0.4 mm. The strain measurements were performed using the digital 

image correlation method (DIC). After each tensile test, parameters such as ultimate tensile 

strength (UTS), yield stress (YS), uniform elongation (Au), and total elongation (At) were 

determined. 

 

3. Results 

3.1 Microhardness measurements 

The microhardness measurements after various deformations and annealing treatment are 

presented in Fig. 2. After HPT, the microhardness increased from 97 to 324 Hv0.1. 

Subsequent annealing under pressure decreased the microhardness to an average value of 160 

Hv0.1. However, when the pressure was maintained between the HPT and annealing, the 

average microhardness reached a slightly higher value of 189 Hv0.1. It is important to 

underline that the SD of the microhardness of the loaded sample was two times greater. 

Additionally, the microhardness was measured for HPA samples at 0.5 and 3.5 mm from the 

centre in order to verify what the impact of pressure was on a specific deformation degree. 

Similarly to the changes in the average microhardness values, the microhardness of the 

Ni_HPT_L_HPA was higher than for the Ni_HPT_U_HPA, at 178 and 149 Hv0.1, 

respectively, for 0.5 mm from the center and 205 and 175 Hv0.1, respectively, at 3.5 mm 

from the center.  

  
Fig. 2 Microhardness changes on the diameter of samples after various deformation and 

annealing treatments  
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3.2 Microstructure observations before HPA 

Before the HPT experiments, Ni was annealed at 600°C for 2 h to homogenize its 

microstructure, as presented in Fig. 3 a). After annealing, the average equivalent diameter was 

31 m. Subsequently, the HPT process was performed; it led to a refinement of grain size 

down to 140 nm on average (Fig. 3 b)). In the case of Ni_HPT microstructures are presented 

in the plan view and the cross section to enable the comparison in microstructures obtained by 

HPA. 

 

Fig. 3 Microstructures a) Ni_ A - plan view, b) Ni_HPT - plan view and c) Ni_HPT - cross 

section; a) and b) in BSE-mode, c) in BF-mode TEM 

 

3.3 Defects characterisation after HPT 

Fig. 4 shows a depth profile of positron lifetime components and their relative intensities of 

the Ni_HPT sample surface from the depth of ~220 nm. Due to the relatively large density of 

Ni and the depth probing limitations of the PALS setup, only a depth of <400 nm could be 

investigated (the maximum penetration by positrons is about 2×<z>). No reduced lifetime (no 

indication of positron annihilation at interatomic positions) was detected, which suggests a 

relatively large defect concentration. Spectra deconvolution leads to a positron lifetime τ1 

close to the literature value for Ni vacancy [37], but slightly lower, indicating mixed defect 
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states with dislocations (monovacancy-dislocation complexes)[38,39]. The second lifetime 

component τ2 represents the superposition of surface states (Ep<7 keV) and vacancy clusters 

[40, 41]. One may expect to find vacancy clusters at grain boundaries, and the low intensity I2 

reflects their low density (a large overall size of crystallites). I1 shows the tendency to 

increase with depth up to 95%, which reflects the decreasing signature of the surface and 

suggests that in the bulk material the main role is played by mono-vacancies associated with 

dislocations. These results are comparable with those obtained for HPT-processed Ni [41].  

The large intensity of τ1 suggests a large defect concentration, close to positron saturation 

trapping. The intensity of the component related to grain boundaries τ2 is relatively low, 

which is in line with the general grain dimensions much larger than the positron diffusion 

length (estimated as not more than 20 nm). The fact that dislocations serve as positron traps in 

HPT-processed materials of relatively high melting temperature has been proved in the past 

[41].  

 
Fig. 4 Positron lifetime components i and their relative intensities, Ii, as a function of 

positron implantation energy, Ep, and mean positron implantation depth, <z> for Ni_HPT. As 

a vertical line at Ep=7 keV the sub-surface border is given. The vertical lines and grey area 

show the lifetime ranges for bulk, dislocations and monovacancies [31]. 
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3.4 Microstructure observations after HPT and subsequent HPA 

The microstructures of the Ni samples after HPT and subsequent HPA with and without 

loading, observed 0.5 and 3.5 mm from the sample center, are presented in Fig. 5. The 

corresponding histograms of grain size distribution are shown in Fig. 6. The parameters 

characterising grain size and distribution are presented in Table 1. The results indicate that 

the loading between HPT and HPA had an impact on the microstructure transformation. 

Firstly, in the case of Ni_HPT_U_HPA, the average equivalent diameter was greater than for 

Ni_HPT_L_HPA. It equalled 1.3 and 0.88 m at 0.5 mm, and 0.85 and 0.51 m at 3.5 mm 

from the center, respectively. Moreover, loading led to a more heterogeneous microstructure 

in terms of grain size. This was well reflected by CV(d2), which was higher for 

Ni_HPT_L_HPA than Ni_HPT_U_HPA by 100 and 20% at 0.5 mm and 3.5 mm from the 

center, respectively. It seems that when in-between loading is applied nearer the center, the 

number of grains of an equivalent diameter below 500 nm drops at the expense of grains 

greater than 2 m.  

Table 1 Average equivalent diameter d2, standard deviation SD (d2), and coefficient of 

variation CV(d2) of grains in the Ni_HPT_U_HPA and Ni_HPT_L_HPA samples 

Sample indication Avg (d2) [m] SD (d2) [m] CV(d2) 

Ni_HPT_U_HPA – 0.5 mm from 

the centre 

1.30 0.82 0.63 

Ni_HPT_L_HPA– 0.5 mm from 

the centre 

0.88 1.14 1.30 

Ni_HPT_U_HPA– 3.5 mm from 

the centre 

0.85 0.67 0.79 

Ni_HPT_L_HPA– 3.5 mm from 

the centre 

0.51 0.52 1.02 
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Fig. 5 Microstructures of Ni after HPT and subsequent HPA without a), c) and with b), d), 

e) loading after HPT; a)-d)-BSE-mode SEM, e) BF-mode TEM; a) and b) – 0.5 mm from 

the sample center, b), d, and e) – 3.5 mm from the sample center; a)-d) – plan view, e) cross 

section 
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a) 

 

b)  

 

Fig. 6 Histograms of grain size distribution in Ni_HPT_L_HPA and Ni_HPT_U_HPA a) 0.5 

mm and b) 3.5 mm from the sample center 

 

3.5 Defects characterisation after HPA 

Up to 100 nm below the surface, Ni_HPT, Ni_HPT_U_HPA and Ni_HPT_L_HPA are 

characterised by comparable defect types and concentrations, as presented in Fig. 7 a). This 

phenomenon results from the surface preparation technique. However, approximately 100 nm 

below the surface one can clearly notice a difference between three samples. τ1, representing 

monovacancy- dislocations complexes, has the highest intensity I1 for Ni_HPT and the lowest 

for Ni_HPT_U_HPA. After HPA, τ1 and I1 slightly decreased, which indicates a reduction in 

the mono-vacancies associated with dislocations. For example, isolated threading dislocations 

are normally shallow positron traps [43] and require a complex with a monovacancy to be 

detectable at room temperature. After HPA, a change in vacancy cluster size is detected as 

well. In Ni_HPT_L_HPA, larger vacancy agglomerations are found than in Ni_HPT_U_HPA.  
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Fig. 7 Positron lifetime components i and relative intensity, Ii, (a) as a function of positron 

implantation energy, Ep, and mean positron implantation depth, <z>, for Ni_HPT, 

Ni_HPT_U_HPA and Ni_HPT_L_HPA. The vertical line at Ep=7 keV represents a sub-

surface border. The vertical lines and grey area show lifetime ranges for the bulk, dislocations 

and monovacancies [31] 

 

3.6 Tensile tests  

The stress–strain curves obtained during the room temperature tensile tests for Ni_HPT, 

Ni_HPT_L_HPA, Ni_HPT_U_HPA and Ni_A are presented in Fig. 8. The mean values (MV) 

and standard deviation (SD) of ultimate tensile strength (UTS), yield stress (YS), uniform 

elongation (Au), and total elongation (At) are summarized in Table 2. 
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Fig. 8 Stress–strain curves obtained during room temperature tensile tests for Ni HPT-

processed and annealed under various conditions 

 

Table 2 MV and SD of UTS, YS, Au, and At for Ni HPT processed and annealed under 

various conditions 

           Parameter 

Sample  

indication 

YS [MPa] UTS [MPa] Au [%] At [%] 

MV SD MV SD MV SD MV SD 

Ni_HPT 1049 6 1146 4 1.03 0.03 6.0 0.3 

Ni_HPT_L_HPA 497 9 544 21 12.54 0.40 24.5 1.2 

Ni_HPT_U_HPA 455 14 510 20 14.35 0.27 26.1 1.3 

Ni_HPT_U_A 171 15 349 21 26.0 0.6 35.2 0.6 

 

The results indicate that HPT increased the UTS from 349 after annealing to 1146 MPa. This 

value is in between the values reported in the literature, i.e. 1270 MPa [27] and 1015 MPa 

[43]. The results show that the loading applied between the HPT and HPA led to an increase 

in strength with a slight decrease in plasticity in comparison with Ni_HPT_U_HPA. This 

phenomenon can be explained by the greater volume of ultrafine grains in Ni_HPT_L_HPA 

than in Ni_HPT_U_HPA, which are responsible for higher strength.  

  

It seems that by the proper selection of temperature and annealing pressure and with the 

application of loading between deformation and annealing, microstructures consisting of 

nanograins and micrograins of high strength (nanograins) and satisfactory ductility 
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(micrograins) can be obtained. Creating such microstructures is one of the approaches that 

have been successfully applied to increase the plasticity of nanostructured and ultrafine 

grained materials [44]. 

4. Discussion 

4.1 The impact of loading after HPT on microstructure transformation during HPA 

Materials produced by SPD are usually less thermally stable than conventionally deformed 

materials because they have a higher stored energy in the form of lattice defects. The high 

hydrostatic pressure typical of HPT can increase the concentration of vacancies due to the 

limited atomic mobility that exists under such conditions. Therefore, during annealing after 

HPT, the atomic diffusion is enhanced significantly, since it is directly proportional to the 

concentration of vacancies [45]. Some SPD-processed materials can even exhibit self-

annealing due to their stored energy and to their low melting temperature, which can 

accelerate recrystallization and grain growth [46,47].  

 

Moreover, it is important to add that in SPD-processed materials some grain boundaries are 

what is known as ‘non-equilibrium’ grain boundaries. Non-equilibrium grain boundaries are 

specific grain boundaries that are characterized by an increased free energy that is the result of 

a high density of defects such dislocations and vacancies, and consequently high residual 

microstrains [48]. These boundaries are characterised by enhanced diffusivity, which in turn 

can enhance grain growth. In SPD-processed pure fcc metals,  the  activation    energy    of    

recovery/recrystallization    is    approximately 0.5±0.1 of self-diffusion, which well-

corresponds with the value of activation energy of diffusion along grain boundaries and 

dislocations [49-51]. 

 

As expected, the thermal stability of the SPD-processed Ni was lower than that of the 

conventionally deformed material [52]. Previous experiments have shown that additional 

pressure during annealing - 2GPa at 400°C for 1 h - slowed down grain growth in HPT-

processed Ni in comparison with atmospheric pressure annealing, so that the grain size after 

HPA reached approximately 70% of the grain size after conventional annealing [27]. 

Moreover, the process also affected the homogeneity of the microstructures by significantly 

increasing CV(d2) [27]. This study proved that additional loading between deformation and 

annealing made it possible to preserve some of the vacancies generated during HPT - some, 

not all, since the HPT was performed at a pressure of 6GPa and the HPA at a pressure of 
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2GPa. The fact that in Ni_HPT_L_HPA the concentration of representing monovacancy-

dislocations complexes was slightly higher than in Ni_HPT_U_HPA was confirmed by the 

VEPALS measurements. Moreover, the applied loading made the migration of released 

vacancies to grain boundaries difficult, so some of them might have agglomerated, creating 

larger vacancy clusters than those in Ni_HPT_U_HPA, as proved by the VEPALS, too.  This 

means that, even though the vacancy concentration was higher in the loaded sample during 

HPA than in the unloaded sample, their migration to defect sinks, which in the case of  HPT-

processed materials are mainly grain boundaries and dislocations, was limited [53]. As a 

result, the migration of grain boundaries was hindered, and Ni_HPT_L_HPA was 

characterized by a smaller average equivalent diameter than Ni_HPT_U_HPA.  

 

It is also interesting that a more heterogeneous microstructure was created in 

Ni_HPT_L_HPA than in Ni_HPT_U_HPA. The fact that abnormal grain growth occurred in 

Ni_HPT_L_HPA can be deduced from the microstructure images, since abnormal grains 

exhibit a high twin density, likely due to an increased grain boundary migration rate [54]. It 

might be that the distribution of vacancies within boundaries is orientation-dependent, 

combined with the presence of orientation gradients that promote selective grain growth [55]. 

Moreover, it may also result from the presence of some percentage of low-angle grain 

boundaries in the HPT-processed Ni [4]. Low-angle grain boundaries migrate only by the 

vacancy migration mechanism [20], which is strongly limited during HPA. For this reason, in 

such areas grain growth can be restricted. 

 

 

4.2 The impact of strain on the microstructure transformation during HPA 

This study made it possible to observe that the greater the strain, and the further from the 

sample centre, in the case of Ni_HPT_U_HPA and Ni_HPT_L_HPA the smaller the average 

grain size after annealing. The significantly enhanced thermal stability for higher strains is an 

interesting phenomenon, since during annealing under atmospheric pressure the inverse 

behaviour is usually observed. In Ag, Au and Cu after HPT kept at room temperature for a 

long time, the softening becomes more significant as the distance from the disc center 

increases [46]. However, the significantly enhanced thermal stability for higher strains in this 

study may be justified by the faster recovery of non-equilibrium grain boundaries under 

pressure for higher strains due to their enhanced diffusivity, as mentioned in [56]. The fact 
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that materials deformed to higher strains show greater thermal stability than materials 

deformed to lower strains was also revealed on the example of profile-rolled (PR) and HPT-

processed austenitic stainless steel. In the former case, after conventional annealing for 10 

min at 900°C, grain growth was enhanced. This was due to the fact that the microstructure of 

PR-processed steel was heterogeneous, which means there were preferred sites for the 

formation of nuclei having high local misorientations. In the case of HPT-processed austenitic 

stainless steel, normal grain growth was observed [22]. A similar phenomenon can also be 

observed in this study. After HPT, the higher the strains, the more refined and homogenous 

the microstructure [57], while homogeneity promotes slower grain growth under pressure. 

This is achieved because there is limited atomic mobility of vacancies under high pressure. 

 

Conclusions 

1. Additional loading under 2GPa between deformations by HPT under 6GPa and HPA 

under 6GPa at 400°C for 5min causes an increase in microhardness by 20% in 

comparison with no loading applied. 

2. Additional loading under 2GPa between deformation by HPT under 6GPa and HPA 

under 6GPa at 400°C leads to a smaller average equivalent diameter and a more 

heterogenous microstructure in terms of grain size in comparison with no loading 

applied. Moreover, it leads to a higher concentration of representing monovacancy-

dislocations complexes and larger vacancy clusters in comparison with no loading 

applied. 

3. The greater the strain, the smaller the grain size after HPA since there is limited 

atomic mobility under pressure in the homogeneous areas of samples. 

4. Additional pressure between HPT and HPA may be successfully applied to modify the 

microstructure and obtain an optimised strength-plasticity balance. 
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